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50 yearsff hisnewr BMW is perhaps dte
most outstanding.lost took at some-.
• of its ffcatnres.
first, so ragged is this car that yon can
Thiscouki change just about every
literalrrcruisc at better than lOOm.p.h.
idea yonever had about cars.
Then there is the mraiious BMW
Becauseiiere.in one lithe Jovelv -Kttspeiwk»ncAitfci*ir-«iheels are fully
package, is the best of both automobile
independeat. and the rear wheels never
.wrids,' -''
change camber. This makes it one of the
On the one handlgrcatperformancts,
safest road cars ever built, and only
4 andmarveJous readability?
; BMW gives you thissystem.
Ottthe odter. con veniencs, niggedness,
Yet Foe aff Ui is. the same car is down-<..<. and economy. .-,:..
right economical to operate.
Remarkable? We think so, too. In fact,
ft goes on and o n, especially right
){ajlthenrre care we've produced at
past repair sbons and gas stations- (gas
il&wjan-Motar''Wddsovef t M p a s i mileage 15, to a gallon).

Sowfialare

The interior is big and roomy. wid*„"°
the kind of space even sis^footerscan
stretch out in. . „ .
And bestof all.it'saBMW;
Yoa r dealer is ready right now to let
you have one for a lest drive. As we said
earlier..what arc you waiting for? _ _ _.
SOJ«I.'.SL Importer:

HOBBOU Motors Corporxoan,
J7S PirfcAretwe.
New York, .V.Y,IS« S.
b C i r a e t t 8tnU
U» Anseles. Calif. .
Dealers coast Krooasfc.
Adramascooi European
DeHvery Profrsai
Write fat free brochure.
P.O.E. NowYbrt.
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A tip of the hat to Chick Stanton of
Heishman BMW for his great talk at our
last meeting. The Cannonball race he
described, buzzin' from NYC to Redondo
Beach, LA in 34 hours is evidence that
there are few souls left that have not been
legislated into mediocrity (we steal
everything —ed.). For you thick folks, 3,000
miles divided by 34 hours equals about 90
miles per hour average. Requirements
seemed to be a land vehicle (fake
ambulances are handy), plenty of cash for
binding situations, and a set of spheres.
Many thanks to John Hartge for his
excellent job as editor. I had to try it only
once to appreciate the quality work he did.
A survey of the local dealers in the
Washington area shows they were really
dealing on the 528 model in early June.
Can't imagine why...
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RADAR
by Chris Jensen, Buckeye Chapter
The National Bureau of Standards released a report
recently examining some of the allegations/findings of
the Miami radar case. It contains some interesting
information of the capabilities of various radar units.
Unfortunately, NBS has refused to reveal which of the
six radar units tested were which. Instead, they were
given various letter designations.
Fortunately, the NBS included on its charts some
information on the tuning forks used with each of the
radar units. Different manufacturers use different
tuning forks and that enables the units to be
identified.
Perhaps the most used radar unit in Ohio (and
everywhere else) is the K-55 manufactured by MPH
Industries of Kansas. Despite the name, the unit is an
X-band radar. Funny thing, though —nowhere in its
literature does MPH indicate that the unit is X band.
They were asked about this recently by the Nebraska
judiciary Committee and an MPH official stated there
was no intent to deceive the police; the unit was
named after another company official whose first
name is Ken. Right.
The K-55 lists for about $2,000 but it has sold for as
little as $375 in quantity. The Washington State
Highway Patrol has refused to buy K-55s due to what
they describe as false readings.
MPH Industries claims the K-55 has a range of up to
one mile. Radar experts working for the Electrolert
Company (makers of the Fuzzbuster) have indicated
that its range is closer to 1,200 feet. The NBS tests
showed it t o be less effective than that.
The NBS range tests were conducted on several two
lane roads. Three vehicles were used against each of
the radar units: a Thunderbird, a Winnebago motor
home and a Pinto.
Against the Thunderbird, the best the K-55 did was 422
feet before it locked on and gave a readout. The best
against the Winnebago was 819 feet and it did not
register the Pinto until 317 feet —just about spitting
distance.
The K-55 is the unit which has the antenna sitting on
the dash. It is a triangular-shaped affair and it is
mounted on a swivel so that the policeman can easily
use it forwards or backwards. Facing backwards,
however, the unit cannot be used in the moving mode.
Also tested were two of Kustom Signals' models, the
MR 7 and MR 9. The units are basically the same, with
the newer MR 9 having its circuits updated to ease a
p r o b l e m k n o w n as b a t c h i n g w h i c h o c c u r s
occasionally when the patrol car speeds up or slows
down suddenly. The radar unit becomes confused and
attributes the change t o the target. This, of course,
occurs only in the moving mode.

The Kustom Signals units did far better than the K-55.
Against the Thunderbird the best range was about
1,900 feet. Against the Winnebago it was about 3,500
feet, while the Pinto came in around 2,323 feet.
However, most of the readings for the BMW-sized
Pinto were in the 800 to 1,200 foot range.
The MR 7 and the MR 9 are easily identified. They
have the large antenna which hangs on the rear
window, either inside or outside, behind the
policeman. Both units are X band. Kustom Signals also
makes the KR 10 and KR 11, which use K band and are
considered two of the most sophisticated units
around. Neither the KR 10 nor KR 11 were tested
because they were not specifically mentioned in the
Miami case.
About the best range found against the Pinto in the
NBS study was 3,950 feet. That was registered by the
MV 715, a model made by Decatur Electronics.
Experts note that while such readings may be possible,
police obviously have to see what they're reading and
most of the time they are working in the 1,000 to 1,500
foot range.
Another interesting item in the NBS report concerns
on-off or kill switches used to defeat the folks using
the godless radar detectors The idea, of course, is t o
wait until the scofflaw comes within range and then,
blam, hit the switch. Without any radar beam to
detect, the officer figures he's gotcha. Sometimes he
is right.
With the K-55, the power switch took about 2.5
seconds to register a valid target speed. Using a kill
switch (which comes on the K-55 as a nifty option in a
little handset) the NBS did not record an elapsed time.
Instead, it noted only that "the last previous valid
reading displayed momentarily." Huh?
The MR 7 and MR 9 took about one second with the
on-off switch in the stationary mode. They took about
25 seconds in the moving mode. The difference is
apparently because the unit needs the extra time to
calculate its own speed, the target's speed and then
give a readout. Most of the other units were in the two
or three second range for the on-off switch in the
moving mode.
Also tested were two hand guns, the Speedgun 6 and
Speedgun 8, both made by CMI. The 8 has a kill switch
which registered .2 seconds stationary —that's
right: 0.2 seconds. In the moving mode, however, the
kill switch took 5 seconds.
Depending on the unit, you can see what the chances
are against a radar detector. The edge for scofflaws is
still with CB radio. With pulsed mode radar, if the
policeman takes a shot at one car, the scatter can
travel down the road and set off radar detectors.
One final note on the K-55. The NBS study found that
a CB radio used as far as 175 feet from it would cause
readings from 60 to 70 mph. Nice, huh?

It is not at all hard to keep an engine clean —just 50$
or a dollar every month or two will suffice at the
drive-in carwash.
However— Here is the recipe to get a dirty engine
clean. Do it. It doesn't involve any expertise.
1. Buy a one quart can of Gunk at any auto
parts store. Approx. $3.
2. Buy one gallon of mineral spirits. Approx $2.
3. Buy a parts washing brush. In lieu, get a 1 " or
I V J " cheap paint brush. 50<f at the drugstore.
4. Save a one pound coffee can.

BMW M1 AND PRO-CAR SERIES
Bad news all around in this topic. The new head of
Motorsport, Dieter Stappert, along with the Munich
fathers have killed the Croup 5, 850 HP M1 project.
Motorsport, however, is still fighting to get the car
homologated. The Procar series, developed by BMW
and run before Grand Prix races, will no longer be run
by M1's. Other marques, including Renault, are
considering campaigning vehicles. All in all, the M1
has turned out to be a real disappointment.
Apparently the cost of the program exceeded
anything the Munich fathers had ever imagined.

5. Get a large Baggie (plastic refrigerator bag)
(two for carburetored cars) (three for six-cylinder
carburetored cars).
6. Fill coffee can VA with Gunk, VA with mineral
spirits.
7. Start cold engine. Run four minutes. Stop.
8. Place Baggie over distributor.
9. Remove air cleaner housing (carburetored
cars). Place Baggie over carb top.
10. Brush Gunk m i x t u r e
everywhere.
Everywhere. Engine, accessories, inside fender
panels, firewall, underneath hood. Everywhere.
11. Attack heavy concentrations with Gunk
mixture and brush until you can see paint or bare
metal.
12. When you think you have dislodged all the
grime possible, get the garden hose. Spray w i t h a
firm stream all of the areas you have brushed.
Do not be surprised to see the water turning
white —this is the oil emulsifying.
13. Remove the Baggies and start the engine. If
it won't start, remove the distributor cap and
wipe the inside dry with a lint-free paper towel.
It will then start.
14. You will find after the engine compartment
dries that there remains some crud, especially in
little nooks and crannies. Next time, attack these
with an old toothbrush and the Gunk mixture.

CLASSIFIED
WANTED TO BUY 77 320i
Tina CHAMBREAU
301-530-4083(h)
301-725-5400 (w)

FOR SALE
BMW 733i 1979
Black w i t h r e d i n t e r i o r
C o n t a c t Dave Toy
a t AUTOY (see ad)
very reasonable price for
excellent car

COMING EVENTS

Your engine will be much happier if it is clean.
Coonass Courier

August -Smithsonian tour
see article in this issue
September- 9/7/80
Rally to Summitt Point
Meet at 7:30 AM at parking lot
accross from VOB for 8 AM
departure. Bring food and
drink- some provided by club also.
This is the SCCA regional race.
There will be parade laps and
a BMW corral. CB will be helpful
for ride up and back.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Recently I was offered a paint job on my
1977 320i by BMWNA. I was to pay part and
BMWNA the rest. I was not the least bit
enthusiastic about having a "painted car". I
postponed the decision several weeks
because of past experiences with paint
shops. I investigated every shop around that
does BMWs and only found one that was
unequivocally recommended by former
customers. I was a bit skeptical but I went
ahead with the paint job and now I can add
my voice to the others who recommended it
so highly to me. The shop that I am talking
about is Wagonwork in Alexandria. There is a
good chance that some dealership might
have recommended Wagonwork to you in
the past, but it's unlikely your insurance
company did. Wagonwork might be a little
more expensive than some other paint shops
but you get a lot of quality for your money. It
would probably be a good idea to know
exactly which shop you would like to have fix
your car in the event of an accident, because
you will not have much time to decide when
your car is hooked up to the tow truck.
A lot of you 320i owners have gone through
every possible permutation of tire and
balancing device to get rid of that front end
shimmy and you have amassed a large store
of knowledge about area tire dealers and
various equipments. By now we all know that
there is an official BMWNA solution
involving a specific tire balancing machine,
the Autodynamics Tire Matcher System 6000,
which can be found in this area at VOB BMW
in Rockville. I ran across the same machine
at Central Tire Discounters in Laurel, Md.,
but in addition they also have a Hunter F70
Computer Dynamic Alignment machine
which I found of great value. This machine
can be used in conjunction with tire
matching to select the two tires on your car
with the least amount of belt run-out to be
put on the front two wheels. If anyone needs
a camber adjustment, they also have a
diabolical machine to bend Macpherson
struts. I need a camber adjustment but I just
can't bring myself to let some machine inflict
this indignity on my shock towers (I was told
that only the knuckle at the bottom of the
shock gets bent).

The next time you are in the Rockville area,
you might stop in at VOB to browse the
BMW Boutique. Jackie Rankin has a corner
of the showroom for her boutique and indeed
it is well stacked. She has ski jackets, parkas,
a multitude of shirts, beer mugs, key fobs,
etc., all at a discount price for BMWCCA
members. In addition to the goodies from
BMWNA, she has obtained a number of
items not found in other boutiques. It is a lot
easier to shop where you can handle the
goodies and try on the jackets and really
make sure that you are getting what you
want instead of ordering and waiting four or
five weeks for the mail. So let's all support
Jackie's boutique and hope that she is able to
keep it open for a long time to come.

THE BEST—A contest, sponsored by the German
magazine auto motor und sport, asked readers to
vote for the best cars in a number of categories. In
the class "Sedans up to 2500cc" the 323i took
42.5% of the vote over second place Audi 100 5E
(our 5000) with 22.4%. The Mercedes 500 SEL took
the over 2500cc honors with 52.1 %, the second
place BMW 735i got only 1 6 . 1 % . The 528i placed
5th in the same category with 5.7% of the vote. The
closest race was in the over 2000cc sports car class.
The Porsche Turbo 3.3 edged o u t the BMW M 1 ,
35.8% to 33.4%. It is interesting t o note that
German cars took first in all categories.
(Mark Barkowski)
Tarheel Footnotes

CLUB STORE
GAS FILTERS
Part #
00610
GF140/1
GF146
GF148

Model
2002tii and 530i to 78
320i 77 and 78
530i 79 on
320i 79 on
Contact Chuck Garrish

Price
$ 4.00
$ 8.00
$10.00
$12.00

